Effects of backbone contacts 3' to the abasic site on the cleavage and the product binding by human apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease (APE1).
The mammalian apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) endonuclease (APE1) is a multifunctional protein that plays essential roles in DNA repair and gene regulation. We decomposed the APEs into 12 blocks of highly conserved sequence and structure (molegos). This analysis suggested that residues in molegos common to all APEs, but not to the less specific nuclease, DNase I, would dictate enhanced binding to damaged DNA. To test this hypothesis, alanine was substituted for N226 and N229, which form hydrogen bonds to the DNA backbone 3' of the AP sites in crystal structures of the APE1/DNA complex. While the cleavage rate at AP sites of both N226A and N229A mutants increased, their ability to bind to damaged DNA decreased. The ability of a double mutant (N226A/N229A) to bind damaged DNA was further decreased, while the V(max) was almost identical to that of the wild-type APE1. A double mutant at N226 and R177, a residue that binds to the same phosphate as N229, had a significantly decreased activity and substrate binding. As the affinity for product DNA was decreased in all the mutants, the enhanced reaction rate of the single mutants could be due to alleviation of product inhibition of the enzyme. We conclude that hydrogen bonds to phosphate groups 3' to the cleavage site is essential for APE1's binding to the product DNA, which may be necessary for efficient functioning of the base excision repair pathway. The results indicate that the molego analysis can aid in the redesign of proteins with altered binding affinity and activity.